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Readers should consider this overview as only a single factor in making any purchase decision. This overview is for 
informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer or solicitation to sell the Diamond Standard Commodity 
(Bars or Coins). This overview does not constitute or form part of, and should not be construed as, any offer for sale or 
subscription of, or any invitation to offer to buy or subscribe for, any commodity interests or securities, nor should it or 
any part of it form the basis of, or be relied on in any connection with, any contract or commitment whatsoever.



The Diamond Standard Commodity (Bars or Coins), and the embedded blockchain tokens are not intended to be 
financial instruments, commodity interests (e.g., swaps, futures, retail commodity transactions, commodity pool 
interests, derivative products, or other forms of regulated commodity contracts), securities (e.g., investment contracts, 
shares of any kinds, interests in an investment company or other forms of securities) or represent equity, ownership or 
proprietary rights in Diamond Standard Inc., or any related or associated company.



The information or analyses presented are not intended to form the basis for any investment decision, and no specific 
recommendations are intended. Accordingly this overview does not constitute investment advice or counsel or 
solicitation for investment, or purchase of, the Diamond Standard Commodity (Bars or Coins) and integrated Tokens, or 
any commodity interest or security of any kind.



Diamond Standard Co. expressly disclaims any and all responsibility for any direct or consequential loss or damage of 
any kind whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from: (i) reliance on any information contained in this overview, (ii) any 
error, omission or inaccuracy in any such information or (iii) any action resulting therefrom.



See the Diamond Standard Coin Offering. Diamond Standard Co. does not set the market price of the diamond 
commodity, except at the time of the initial sale, at which point in time Diamond Standard Co. did not pre-determine the 
diamond content. The diamond content was the result of a bidding process, which determined the aggregate diamond 
geological content that is contained inside each commodity, which aggregate will be delivered in every commodity 
produced subsequently.



As producer of the diamond commodity and issuer the associated blockchain token, depending on the market price, 
Diamond Standard Co. may or may not earn a profit from the diamond sourcing and production, akin to other 
commodity producers. Diamond Standard owns no interest in any diamond mine or producer. All diamonds used in the 
Diamond Standard commodities are sourced via bids on the Diamond Standard Exchange in response to demand.



No representation is made with respect to the material’s accuracy of completeness.  Opinions and estimates offered 
constitute our judgement and are subject to change without notice, as are statements of financial market trends, which 
are based on current market conditions. 



You should conduct your own analysis based on your specific circumstances before making investment decisions.  You 
should consult with a legal, tax and/or financial professional before making investment decisions.



No part of this material may be: a) copied, photocopied, or duplicated in any form, by any means; or b) redistributed 
without our prior written consent.
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Introduction



The Diamond Investment Guide analyzes the properties, 
supply, and demand of diamonds, demonstrating the 
viability of diamonds as an investment asset. Previously, 
holding diamonds as an investment asset was practical 
for only a select few high net worth individuals, 
organizations, and governmental entities. This Guide 
explains how you can now add easily tradable 
diamonds to your portfolio. 



Looking for the latest diamond industry updates? Read 
the Market Commentary section at the start of the 
Guide. After the news briefing, the Guide dives into the 
financial context of diamonds as investments, including 
an analysis of the Performance History of diamonds 
and other precious metals. The price history explains the 
long-term and short-term investment landscape of 
precious metal and gem investments.



The Guide uses this setting to explore the Precious 
Properties of diamonds, comparing them to other 
precious metal and currency investments. In recent 
years, diamond values have had a negative correlation 
to precious metals, market indices, and bond prices, 
stationing the asset as a great hedge and inflation 
protection. Also in this section, the Guide provides an

 



overview and explanation of underallocation of the $1.2 
trillion diamond market & why until recently diamonds 
were impractical as investments for most investors.



Thankfully, Diamond Standard has found a solution to 
unlocking the underallocated diamond investment 
market with the creation of the first regulated

diamond commodity. 



After explaining how Diamond Standard solved the 
puzzle of diamond investments, the Guide examines the 
supply and demand of diamonds. The depletion of mines 
and the weakening power of the mining oligopoly 
subsequently caused a Supply Squeeze in the industry. 
The Guide explores this phenomenon and predictions 
regarding the future of diamond acquisition. In contrast 
to the shrinking supply of diamonds, the Demand 
Drivers for diamonds are as strong as ever with the 
continued growth of the jewelry market. On top of the 
retail demand, pent-up investor demand is finally being 
realized through the introduction of fungible diamond 
investment products. A potential rapid increase in 
diamond demand coinciding with its supply constraints 
implies diamonds may witness a sharp rise in prices in 
the near future.



Market

Commentary



Experts project diamond prices will 
steadily increase for at least the 
next five years, positioning 
diamond investment assets as a 
hedge against stock and currency

market uncertainties.



Competition for a dwindling supply of natural diamonds 
is fierce, especially as new diamond investment 
products dial up demand for quality stones. A multitude 
of factors are drastically changing the diamond industry, 
most notably prices, which is good news for the investor 
seeking a reliable commodity to round out their portfolio. 



Diamonds in recent years have outperformed gold by 
62% with less volatility, and that has already been 
reflected in the Diamond Standard Coin, which was first 
offered at $5,000 and recently topped $6,700.

Recent Returns of Diamond, 
S&P 500, and Gold


Jan 2020 - Jul 2022
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with Less Volatility
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Figure 1: Over an 18th-month period, diamond prices had a 
29% return - higher than the S&P 500 and gold.

Source: Bloomberg, Jul 25 2022

A closer examination reveals why the coming years 
represent an unprecedented opportunity: limited supply 
and strong demand.

Diamond Supply

Rebounds — Partially



Amid pandemic turmoil, diamond producers scaled back 
mining and cutting toward the end of 2019, and many 
stopped producing entirely for the first half of 2020, due 
to Covid-19. The halt in rough diamond production sent 
logistic shockwaves across the industry, indefinitely 
altering the diamond economy.



Parallel to consumer confidence, production widely 
came back online mid-2020 as jewelry buying showed 
no signs of relenting to the pandemic. The year still 
closed far short of pre-pandemic years. Rough diamond 
production in 2021 was substantially lower than pre-
pandemic levels, with the year ending at about 29 
million carats, according to Bain.



As consumer demand spiked, diamond producers 
liquidated reserve inventory to continue production. 
With rough diamond reserves largely sold out, suppliers 
lacked the geological and technological resources to 
catch up to unrelenting demand for natural diamonds.



In 2022, conflict between Ukraine and Russia disrupted 
the diamond economy and added an element of scarcity 
that is already impacting supply. In fact, the supply of 
rough diamonds may be cut by over 25% as Russian-
owned Alrosa, the world’s largest diamond producer by 
volume, was placed on the U.S. and EU sanction lists as 
a result of the conflict, according to the industry’s 
Jewelers Vigilance Committee (JVC).



Diamond production in early 2022 was still shy of pre-
pandemic production levels and nowhere near enough 
to match the surge in global demand. Diamond industry 
analysts predict rough diamond production will remain 
below pre-pandemic levels for at least five years, likely 
impacting prices.



While there are myriad of factors that impact the price 
of diamonds, these circumstances may have a dramatic 
effect on the impact of future diamond values. 

Market Commentary
Diamond Prices Stabilize Amid Limited Supply and Strong Demand
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Consumers Still Drive Bulk of 
Diamond Demand



Most high-quality natural diamonds still flow into 
consumer luxury products, with jewelry topping the list 
of non-industrial applications. And since diamonds — 
like the color black — never go out of fashion, consumer 
demand will always play a big role in price per carat, 
cut, color, and clarity. Jewelry-driven demand isn’t just a 
constant, it is increasing as wealth and disposable 
incomes rise in advanced industrial countries. In China, 
for example, some of the surging demand for diamonds 
is driven by an uptick in marriages.



The COVID-19 pandemic played a significant role in the 
consumer diamond market’s decline in the first half of 
2020. Government interventions such as economic 
stimulus packages, along with a decrease in consumer 
spending at brick-and-mortar retail stores left many 
with extra cash on hand going into 2021. 



The diamond market rebounded in response to retailers 
transitioning to more online sales, and wealthy 
consumers started spending more after widespread 
COVID-19 vaccination campaigns mitigated fears of a 
years-long recession.



Consumer-driven demand coming out of the economic 
worst of the pandemic drove diamond revenues up 65% 
in mining, 55% in cutting and polishing, and 29% in 
retail from 2020, all above pre-pandemic levels. Profit 
margins in the industry surpassed pre-pandemic levels, 
but still fell short of record highs. The price of rough 
diamonds by the end of 2021 was up 9% from the

same period in 2020.

Are Diamonds a Good Investment 
in 2022?



Before New York based Diamond Standard Co. 
announced its first-in-class “Diamond Standard Coin,”

a transparent plastic coin embedded with an index-
standard set of diamonds, investing in diamonds as a 
store of wealth was limited to high net-worth individuals 
who could afford to have millions of dollars tied up — 
literally in pouches. Liquidating diamonds in this fashion 
is labor and travel intensive, with only a select few 
venues in the world where diamonds are regularly 
traded, generally by auction.



Practicality alone eliminated diamond investing as an 
option for the vast majority of investors.



But with the inception of indexed, regulated diamond 
commodities such as the Diamond Standard Coin, and, 
more recently the Diamond Standard Bar (10 times the 
value of the coin), a diamond investment fund, and soon, 
blockchain based diamond-backed currency, investing

in diamonds is suddenly a viable option for anyone who 
could already invest in gold, stocks, bonds,

and commodities.



The Diamond Standard Fund was formed to hold 
diamonds in a convenient fund vehicle. The co-sponsor 
of Diamond Standard Fund is Horizon Kinetics, an 
investment advisor formed in 1994, with $8 billion AUM. 
Since 2015, it has been a large investor in Grayscale 
Bitcoin Trust, with a reputation for discovering new 
assets. In January 2021, Horizon Kinetics launched the 
Inflation Beneficiaries ETF (NYSE:INFL), which grew to 
$850 million in its first year, returning 26%

by December 31, 2021.



Performance

History

I
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Overview



Over the past 20 years, diamonds fell behind gold and 
silver, only returning 41% compared to gold's 549% 
return, silver’s 332% return, and the S&P 500’s 231% 
return. The difference? For 20 years, gold & silver have 
been accessible to investors, most recently via ETFs.

However, since 2021, diamonds have rebounded around 
30%. This price jump is the result of multiple factors. 
These factors include the decrease in natural diamonds 
supplied from the closure of mines, the increase in 
diamond demand driven by an increase in jewelry 
purchases, and the increase in accessibility of diamond 
investments. After a 20-year price stagnation, diamonds 
outperformed the S&P 500 by 26% and gold by over 
40% since the start of 2021.

Long-Term Relative Returns of Diamonds, 
S&P 500, Gold, and Silver


January 2002 - July 2022
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Figure 2: Diamond prices have remained relatively stagnant over the past 20 years, returning 41%, compared to 
the return of gold (549%) and the S&P 500 (231%).

Source: Bloomberg, 2022

DIAMINDX and Historical 
Diamond Prices
Throughout the Guide, diamond returns and graphs reflect the 
exchange rate of the Diamond Standard Coin, as the Coin is 
the first tradable unt of natural diamonds. The Diamond 
Standard Commodity index, DIAMINDX, tracks the current 
price of the coin on a weekly basis. DIAMINDX is used 
throughout this Guide for diamond price data as it provides 
the only diamond spot exchange rate.

Available on the

Bloomberg

Terminal

Diamond Standard Index

DIAMINDX

Perceptive readers may wonder how DIAMINDX has a price 
history almost 20 years older than the commodity itself. While 
the Coin’s market price has only existed since its IPO in 2021, 
the previous exchange rate of the coin is estimated through 
back-testing of missing published wholesale diamond trading 
prices. This data provides an approximate estimation of the 
set of diamonds in each Coin.

I Performance History Overview
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A Long-Term Stagnation



In the past, most investors viewed diamonds as an 
illiquid and opaque asset. Diamonds returned a pitiful 
5% over the 19 years before 2021 and 41% over the last 
20 years compared to the S&P 500 tripling and gold 
sextupling in value across the same period. Furthermore, 
product prices are over 60% higher than in 2002, 
meaning that the inflation adjusted of an investment in 
diamonds would have decreased over this period. Even 
for determined diamond investors, the pricing of the 
gemstone was extremely ambiguous.



Physical diamonds did not have a spot exchange rate 
similar to gold or silver. Instead, diamond prices were 
tracked through multiple independent reports 
differentiated by the types of diamonds they tracked. 
These indices would track the market price of diamonds 
with identical carat weight, cut, clarity, color, and 
production stage (from rough to polished). Sites that 
track the “Diamond Price Index” generally take a 
weighted average of these indices to find the average 
price of all traded diamonds.



While a useful tool for analyzing demand trends for the 
gemstone, past diamond price indices were not very 
practical for investment purposes.

Diamonds are naturally unique, and as such are fraught 
with subjective valuations. Even assuming investors 
could find the proper index for their diamond, there was 
no precedent that an exchange could occur at this price.



To access the diamond asset class, an investor could 
make only a few practical portfolio choices. Investing in 
diamond companies is limited as only a few titans are 
responsible for most diamonds supplied globally (see 
page 31, 

). Most of these companies maintain 
reasonable profitability with low risk of bankruptcy. 
Buying units in a diamond fund or ETF was not an 
option, as all attempts to get these off the ground failed 
(see page 37, 

). The only other option investors had was to pick a 
diamond and hope they could eventually sell it for a 
profit. Other than with $750,000 minimum high-end 
diamond investments, this strategy was

generally unprofitable.



The problem with most attempts to create diamond 
investment products in the past was that they failed to 
address the wide disparity in market diamond prices. 
Because every diamond is unique, the diamond market 
was rife with high price deviations and mark-ups. Even 
after diamond grading became an industry-standard in 
the mid-20th century the price of each individual gem 
was still uncertain.

Supply Squeeze - Diminishing Mining 
Oligopoly

Demand Drivers - Investing in Diamonds: 
Past

Long-Term Price History of DIAMINDX


January 2002 - July 2022
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Figure 3: Diamonds only returned 5% over the 19 years before 2021 and 41% since 2022.

Source: Bloomberg, 2022

I Performance History Long-Term Stagnation
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Short-Term Relative Returns of Diamonds, 
S&P 500, Gold, and Silver


January 2020 - July 2022
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Figure 4: Since 2020, the return of diamonds was 29%; compared to gold's 11%, silver's 2%, and                            
the S&P 500’s 23%.

Source: Bloomberg, 2022

A Short-Term Appreciation



Since the start of 2021, the exchange rate of diamonds 
witnessed its first major rise in price over 20 years. 
Diamonds returned around 30%, outperforming gold    
(~ -9%), silver (~ -28%), and the S&P 500 (~ 3%) in the 
same period. The first explanation that came to 
investors’ minds was the global pandemic, and while it 
certainly did play a significant role, it was not the main 
driving factor. Investor demand for gold spiked in 
reaction to the pandemic as expected in periods of 
economic uncertainty. Still, this spike occurred months 
before the rise in diamond prices as the price of most 
precious metals were stable by that time. Diamond 
prices rose above $5,000 during the start of global 
lockdowns ($5,029 on 3/12/20) but did not reach $5,000 
again until 2021. A discrepancy like this indicates that 
other factors may have significantly influenced the 
current rise in diamond prices.

While the pandemic had less of a direct influence on 
diamond prices compared to other precious metals, it 
impacted diamond supply. Production of diamonds 
decreased from 139 to 111 million carats as global 
lockdowns impeded shipments and disrupted workers. 
Although supply partially recovered in 2021 (an increase 
from 111 to 116 million carats), it has not rebounded to 
pre-pandemic levels and is projected to stagnate in the 
near future (see page 32, 

). In contrast, post-pandemic demand for 
diamonds is as strong as ever, with 2021 retail demand 
surpassing pre-pandemic levels. With the rise of 
diamond investors, demand for diamonds is projected to 
increase in the foreseeable future (see page 36,

).

Supply Squeeze - Global 
Disruptions

 
Demand Drivers - Unlocking Investor Allocation

I Performance History Short-Term Appreciation
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Short-Term Price History of DIAMINDX

January 2020 - July 2022
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Figure 5: The increase in diamond prices did not stop after the worst of the pandemic, indicating the rise may be linked to the 
increase in diamond investment demand.

Source: Bloomberg, 2022

Investments in the previously difficult-to-access asset 
have been accelerated over the past couple of years 
thanks to Diamond Standard and other securitization 
efforts. Only 1% of the $1.2 trillion diamond market is 
currently held by investors, which is an outlier among 
the previous metals, whose allocation ranges from 
15-28%. Suppose even a tiny fraction of that pent-up 
demand is fully realized: Tens of billions of dollars

worth of diamonds would be allocated to individual

and institutional investors.



Diamond price increases coinciding with the recent 
launch of Diamond Standard commodities may be more 
than just a correlation. If this increase in diamond 
demand from a wider audience continues with the 
current decreasing supply, it stands to reason that 
diamond prices may increase significantly

in the near future.

an increase without re-adjustment

"We think diamond demand will remain 
buoyant. This appears to be coming through 
at auctions, with strong diamond tender 
prices reported by key players recently."

Bank of America Global Research (June 2022)

I Performance History Short-Term Appreciation



Precious

Properties

II
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Overview



Many characteristics distinguish diamonds as a unique 
investment. Unlike gold and silver, diamonds are an 
uncorrelated, low-volatility asset. Portfolio diversification 
with uncorrelated assets is essential to mitigating the 
risk in any investor’s portfolio. Over the past 20 years, 
diamond prices had near-zero correlations to gold, silver, 
equities, and bonds. The correlation is even lower 
measured from the start of 2020, with diamond prices 
having weak negative correlations with most popular 
assets and securities. Because of their low correlation, 
diamond investments provide a unique hedging 
opportunity, even in portfolios that already hold gold. 
Hedging helps to protect against the U.S.’s rising 
inflation rate. 



Commodities rise in price as inflation accelerates and 
thus are often used as protection from inflation’s effects. 
The annual inflation rate in the U.S. accelerated to over 
9% in 2022, the highest rate since January of 1982. This 
has caused commodities to enter a super cycle in which 
commodity indices can make impressive returns. Unlike 
the U.S. dollar, gold and other precious natural resources 
have maintained their purchasing power for 3,000 years 
because of their intrinsic value. 



Diamonds are unique with their highly-valued physical 
properties. Diamonds are an extremely value-dense 
natural resource that is easy to transport and store. 
Diamonds are 600x more valuable than gold per weight. 
However, diamonds vary in value from one another. The 
4Cs dictate a diamond’s value relative to other 
diamonds: carat, color, clarity, and cut. Because of non-
fungibility, diamond investments were a rare sight until 
recent efforts to standardize the gemstone (see page 38, 

).Demand Drivers - Investing in Diamonds: Present

making exchange easy as gold

"If the value of diamonds could be 
standardized, as for a coin or an ounce of 
gold, they could functionally be a 
commodity. One could then transact

freely with another party, trade $1,000 
worth of diamonds for $1,000 worth of

cash as easily as gold. In principle, 
commoditized diamonds would be a superior 
store of value than gold for the same 
essential rule of supply and demand: 
diamonds are rarer than gold."

Horizon Kinetics Market Commentary (July 2022)

II Precious Properties Overview
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The Uncorrelated Advantage



Diversification is essential to mitigate risk in any 
investor’s portfolio. An investor can reduce the portfolio 
risk by holding assets that are not highly correlated. The 
lower the correlation between two assets, the lower the 
resulting portfolio volatility with respect to asset price 
movements. For this reason, most savvy investors hold a 
diverse mix of assets, preferably with low or negative 
correlations to maximize returns for a given level of non-
diversifiable or systematic risk.



Diamonds have exceptionally low/negative, historical 
correlation to other assets. In the 20 years since January 
2002, diamond prices have had a near-zero correlation 
to gold, silver, equities, and bonds. Correlations from the 
last two years are even lower, with diamonds having a 
below -0.1 correlation with precious metals and bonds 
and an around -0.2 correlation with market indices. 

The low correlations diamonds have relative to multiple 
asset classes suggest that diamond prices have a 
number of independent drivers different from other 
frequently traded assets. However, diamond correlations 
may increase with the anticipated increase in       
investor holdings. 



The inception of standardized and regulated diamond 
investments along with the increase in acceptance of 
the diamond asset class by investors will likely cause the 
correlation of diamonds to rise. Diamond-tied 
commodities, futures, options, private funds, exchange-
traded funds, commodity indices, and other products will 
link a portion of the market price performance to the 
overall demand for assets and securities. Consequently, 
periods of heightened volatility will tend to increase the 
correlation between assets.

Correlation Between Diamonds and Related Investments

January 2020 - July 2022, Weekly Returns
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Figure 6: Diamond commodities are distinguished from other portfolio securities 
by having a low, often negative, correlation to many traditional investments.

Source: Bloomberg, 2022 

II Precious Properties Uncorrelated Asset
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A Hedging Opportunity



Diamonds’ low-negative correlation to gold and low-
positive correlation to the United States Dollar, two 
commonly held portfolio assets, make it a helpful 
hedging tool to mitigate portfolio risk. The less two 
assets or securities are correlated, the better they work 
as a hedge. 



One method of commodity hedging is using a futures 
contract. A futures contract is essentially an agreement 
between a buyer and seller for a fixed future purchase 
price for the commodity in question. This simple futures 
transaction mitigates uncertainty and risk as to the 
future price for the consumer of the commodity. If the 
cost of the commodity goes up, the buyer will be able to 
purchase it at a discount at the then current price and 
visa-versa. In this type of transaction, diamond futures 
are ideal for consistency in planning by users of the 
diamonds themselves, the jewelers.

Commodities can also be used in speculative hedging. 
Portfolio managers, specifically hedge fund managers, 
constantly review a variety of asset classes and the 
associated correlations. Diamonds are a new and 
valuable choice for them to consider as another tool to 
adjust the risk and return profiles of their portfolios. 
Diamond stocks are not a substitute for natural 
diamonds and no existing diamond securities are 
explicitly backed by diamonds. Each of these assets are 
independent and can have price fluctuations. 



One concern that has held back the use of diamonds as 
a speculative hedge and/or diversification tool, is that of 
little price movement. However, the era of price 
stagnation is coming to an end. While other asset 
returns have peaks and troughs, diamond returns have 
stayed relatively flat until recently. Now, because of the 
increasing traction in diamond investments, the asset’s 
stasis is finally coming to an end - creating a 
tremendous long-term opportunity.

Correlation Between the Diamond Index, 
Related Indices, and Securities


January 2020 - July 2022
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Figure 7: Diamond commodities negatively correlate (between -0.2 and -0.1) 
with precious metals, bonds, and market indices.

Source: Bloomberg, 2022

II Precious Properties Uncorrelated Asset
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The Story of USD Inflation



The purchasing power of the U.S. dollar has changed 
over centuries from fluctuating around an average to 
consistently declining. Pre-20th century inflation varied 
anywhere from a maximum of +25% to a minimum of 
-16%. The turning point in the trajectory of inflation 
occurred during the first half of the 20th century, usually 
attributed to both the federal reserve’s creation in 1913 
and WWI in 1917. By the time America entered WWII in 
1941, the inflation rate had presented the same steady 
increase it does today.



However, what has not changed is the sudden positive 
spike in inflation when a major event or crisis occurs that 
demands funding. These major events include 
Alexander Hamilton’s funding of the national debt, the 
War of 1812, the Civil War, and both World Wars. 
Unlike pre-20th century America however, the U.S. 
dollar’s power has been fading over the past century 
because deflation is no longer a common occurrence. In 
this century, the U.S. has only witnessed one year of 
minuscule deflation compared to 15 over the 20th 
century and over double that in the 19th century.

The change in inflation rate patterns after the creation of

the federal reserve and WWI may be partially attributed 
to the change in standard used to back the currency. 
The U.S. initially used a silver standard but adopted a 
gold standard between 1834 and 1913. Other USD-to-
gold exchanges existed for a time after but collapsed by 
1971. Since then, nothing but faith has backed the dollar 
and inflation has been gradually increasing over the 
past 50 years.



Commodities as a

Defense Against Inflation



As inflation increases, the prices of commodities rise 
since they double as a store of wealth. Consequently, 
commodities are a great way to counteract the 
decreasing present value of money over time. This 
strategy has never been more relevant than in today’s 
U.S. economy, with the inflation rate reaching over 9%. 
To put that number into perspective, the last time the 
inflation rate reached this height was over 40 years ago, 
in the early 1980s. In particular, energy (35%) and food 
(12%) have had insane price hikes, with fuel prices 
doubling in the past year.

Purchasing Power of U.S. Dollar Over the Past Century
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Figure 8: Inflation has caused the value of the U.S. dollar to drop over time, with $4 in 1913 being worth over $100 today.

Source: officialdata.org CPI Inflation Calculator, 2022
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Interestingly, right before the 10% inflation rate in 1981, 
gold prices spiked in 1980 from geopolitical conflicts and 
inflation fears. Although gold prices re-adjusted over  
the few years after, they settled around a price higher 
than pre-1980 levels. This same pattern emerged again 
from 2005-2012 when gold prices skyrocketed and 
settled at a price significantly above 2005. Currently, 
investors are witnessing another spike and subsequent 
re-adjustment in gold prices as a result of economic 
turmoil from the pandemic.



Long-Term Returns of Gold and 
Other Precious Metals



Even for passive investors, gold has proven itself as a 
good long-term lock/appreciator of the present value of 
dollars put in. From 1971 to 2022, gold has had an 
average annual return of around 10%, more than twice 
the average annual inflation rate of around 4% during 
the same period. Gold returns rival those seen by the 
S&P 500, both surpassing and falling sizably short  
of its returns over half-decade intervals.

While over the entirety of their lives the S&P 500 has 
had a noticeably higher ROI, its slight negative 
correlation with gold makes it one of the most reliable 
hedge pairs on the market.



Over the past 10 years since July 2012, other precious 
resources have been shown to have similar pricing 
patterns to gold. Silver’s price moves almost parallel 
with gold, having around a 0.82 correlation. Platinum 
has also had a noticeably strong tie to gold, with a 
correlation of around 0.61. Palladium is the relative 
exception, with a modest but weaker correlation of 
around 0.36. Still, palladium’s correlation is far higher 
than the low and negative correlations between 
diamonds and gold. Diamond’s weak negative 
correlation with gold and other precious metals is 
primarily because of a lack of investor activity. Its 
correlation is projected to grow alongside an increase  
in investor allocation.

Gold Prices During the Pandemic
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Figure 9: During periods of recession, precious metals perform well and can act as a method of inflation protection.

Source: Bloomberg, 2022
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An Underallocated Asset:

The 15% Floor



Investors hold a significant ratio of all precious metal 
markets. This includes 30% of the gold market, 19% of 
the silver market, 17% of the platinum market, and 15% 
of the palladium market. In contrast, the diamond 
market is only perhaps 1% allocated to investors. 
Without knowledge of issues with standardization, it is 
almost mind-boggling that one of the most well-known 
and highly valued precious resources is barely touched 
by investors (see page 20, 

). In the absence of standardization, 
the path to liquidity becomes incredibly vague as each 
gem has its own characteristics and price tag.



Diamond liquidity was an issue because no organized 
exchanges or market makers existed. 

Precious Properties - 
Physical Attributes

Industry-wide there existed no market price, price 
discovery mechanism, regulatory oversight, or price 
transparency. Diamonds lacked standardization, making 
it frustrating for investors to hold and transact. All of 
these factors combined made diamonds impossible to 
mark to market. Without the ability to mark to market, 
the value of a diamond holder's assets remains unclear, 
hindering the ability to invest.



Diamond price discovery and transparency were 
nonexistent because most diamonds were transacted 
privately, with subjective valuations. Former cartel 
control founded the supply chain on retail markup and 
price secrecy. Even today, most vendor prices are based 
on full retail prices then discounted for wholesale trade. 
Subjectivity in diamond prices subsequently results in 
discounts of 15-45%.

Allocation Comparison of Diamonds and 
Other Precious Metals to Investors


2022

While investors usually hold 15% to 28% of precious metals...

... with Diamonds, that share is only 1%

Gold
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Figure 10: Unlike other precious resources, investors only hold 1% of the diamond market because diamonds can differ in value 
wildly from one another, making it hard to purchase and liquidate them.

Source: Diamond Standard Research
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Most investors do not want to go through the hassle of 
buying and selling opaque and illiquid physical assets. 
The only other options these investors have is to invest 
in diamond producers, which are a layer removed from 
the asset itself. In a way, this generates a negative 
feedback loop as the less investors invest in diamonds, 
the less of a market there is for it, the less liquidity there 
is, and the less appealing the market is to prospective 
investors. Thus, despite being one of the most sought 
after and highly valued luxury resources, investors hold 
only around $12 billion of the $1.2 trillion market. 



(For more information on efforts to unlock the diamond 
market for investors, see page 36, 

)
Demand Drivers - 

Unlocking Investor Allocation

A core diamond investment hurdle

"Over the last 40 years, there have been 
multiple attempts to launch a diamond 
investment product, usually based on an 
'index' of wholesale values, and one fund 
based on only D Flawless one carat 
diamonds. The fund caused that particular 
diamond to go up 15x, while all other 
diamonds were left behind. All of the index 
products failed to get regulatory approval 
because the index values were not 
actionable and investors could not buy and 
sell at those values."

Lawrence Wintermeyer in Forbes (August 2021)
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Notable Physical Characteristics



Diamonds’ most well-known physical aspects are the 
4Cs: carat, color, clarity, and cut. Carat measures the 
weight of the diamond. One carat is equivalent to 0.2 
grams of diamond. Color indicates whether the diamond 
is naturally clear or a different color. Generally the rarer 
the color, the higher the value. Clarity refers to any 
imperfections detracting from the diamond’s visual 
aspects. Blemishes and inclusions reduce a diamond’s 
clarity score. Finally, cut refers to the style or design 
used when a diamond is shaped. It relates to the 
symmetry, proportioning, and polish of a diamond. Every 
diamond is one-of-a-kind, which makes them a unique 
investment asset.

Diamonds are incredibly value-dense, allowing them to 
be transported easily and for a fraction of the cost of 
precious metals. One carat, just 0.2 grams, can easily 
hold a few thousand dollars in value. The diamonds 
inside a Diamond Standard Bar and Coin are worth 
around $1 million per ounce. However, there is variation 
in the value density from diamond to diamond. For 
example, a 1 carat red diamond may be more value-
dense than a 1 carat white diamond since red diamonds 
are rarer than white ones. Thanks to Diamond 
Standard’s efforts to standardize diamond commodities, 
investors can eliminate the disparity between diamond 
value by purchasing fungible Coins and Bars.

Portability of Diamonds vs. Gold


Much Easier to Store

$2 Billion

in Gold Bars

$2 Billion

in Diamond Standard Bars

Figure 11: Diamonds are 600x more value-dense than gold.

Storage and transportation costs are less when compared to precious metals.

Source: Diamond Standard Research

Myth: Lab Grown Diamonds Will Destroy Diamond Demand

Lab-grown diamonds show the same physical, chemical, and optical traits as natural diamonds. However, 
diamond graders can differentiate them from natural diamonds through specialized tests. One factor that 
separates lab-grown diamonds from natural ones is trace amounts of nitrogen used in the growing process. 
Lab-grown diamonds have been around long enough for the consensus to be clear that the demand curve for 
natural diamonds is isolated from that of lab-grown diamonds. Since their inception, lab-grown diamonds have 
dropped significantly in value, while natural diamond prices have appreciated.
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Overview



Diamond Standard’s introduction of the first regulated 
diamond commodity marks an essential milestone in the 
investment landscape. Diamond Standard Coins and 
Bars capitalize on the benefits of diamond investments 
while solving the problem of fungibility through 
standardization. Each Diamond Standard Coin and Bar 
contains an equivalent set of diamonds encased in

resin that can be traded at a single value determined

by the market.



Not only do Diamond Standard’s commodities create a 
fungible way to buy and sell diamonds, but they also 
facilitate diamonds’ exchange through various methods. 
While owners can receive a physical version of their 
commodity, they can choose to hold an equivalent 
digital token that can be transacted instantly. In the 
future, investors may also be able to transact the 
commodity through digital tokens, ETF units, and

futures contracts.

DIAMOND EXPOSURE THROUGH COMMODITIES

"Diamonds are the ultimate hard asset — a 
trillion dollar natural resource that was never 
before accessible to investors. Our 
breakthrough technology unlocks the 
potential for diamonds to take their place 
next to gold and silver as a secure, 
deliverable, and easily traded commodity."

Cormac Kinney, Founder and CEO of Diamond 
Standard

III Diamond Standard Overview
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A Brilliant Beginning



Financial tech entrepreneur Cormac Kinney came up 
with the idea of standardizing diamonds while a trader 
focused on statistical arbitrage. His wife is a jewelry 
designer and expressed frustrations with the lack of 
price transparency in the diamond market. Kinney 
analyzed the industry and found a large market worth 
$1.2 trillion that lacked fungibility and liquidity.



Having experience founding and selling several FinTech 
companies and running quantitative trading funds, 
Kinney devised a solution to address this market 
inefficiency. With his patented blockchain-commodity 
hybrid, Diamond Standard has created the most 
efficient and reliable way to invest in diamonds

on the market.



Given the popularity and value of diamonds, a common 
question arises: If diamonds can be commoditized,  
why has it not been done before?

Diamond investment channels have been created before 
but failed to solve the major issues that were deeply 
entrenched in the market (see page 37, 

). What differentiates 
Diamond Standard from these failed attempts to bring 
investors into the world of diamonds is the standardized 
physical commodity combined with easily held and 
transacted tokens. Each commodity contains a

wireless chip that holds a blockchain token.

The token acts as a vault receipt that can be transacted 
instantly through the upcoming Diamond Standard

Spot Market.



Every Diamond Standard Coin or Bar is equivalent to 
every other Coin or Bar, making them fungible. A 
Diamond Standard Bar is equivalent in value to ten 
Coins. The set of diamonds inside every Coin is 
calibrated to be geologically equivalent. This 
equivalence among commodities is ensured via an 
Optimizer (see page 25, 

). 

Demand Drivers 
- Investing in Diamonds: Past

Diamond Standard - Diamond 
Standard Exchange

Diamond Standard Commodity Introduction

A Commodity Created by Computer Science

DIAMOND STANDARD COIN

Integrated

Wireless Chip

Holds a Blockchain Token

Physical Commodity

is Held by CME

Approved Custodians

Every Bar is Equivalent 
and “Good for Delivery” 
for Futures Offered by 
MGEX via CME Globex 
and ETFs

(Coming Soon)

Mix of Diamonds in

Each Coin Exceed a

Public, Geological

Standard

DIAMOND STANDARD BAR

Figure 12: The Diamond Standard Coin and Bar solves the issues behind the standardization of diamonds by creating equivalent 
in-value diamond coins and bars with a corresponding blockchain token to facilitate exchange.

Source: Diamond Standard

III Diamond Standard Company Origin
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Diamond Standard sells new Coins and Bars at the 
market-determined fix. The selling price is established 
using third-party data or by buyers and sellers in the 
secondary market through exchange trading. When 
Coins and Bars are purchased, Diamond Standard buys 
diamonds via an exchange as part of a large sample. 
The sample is sent to one of eight IGI locations where 
the physical commodities are assembled. At purchase, 
the investor can choose whether they want to hold the 
physical commodity or have it held by Diamond 
Standard’s custodian (Brinks) in Delaware. If they 
choose the latter option, they receive a digital token to 
transact their commodity. The owner of this token is the 
legal owner of the physical commodity. This token will 
be easily transactable on the upcoming Diamond 
Standard Spot Market. Exchange from physical 
commodity to digital token and vice versa can occur 
upon the holder's request. 

a multi-organization effort

“The partnership between IGI and Diamond 
Standard is a monumental step forward  
for the diamond industry. We are uniquely 
positioned to support global investor 
demand for the diamond commodities,  
and are delighted to collaborate with 
Diamond Standard.”

Avi Levy, President of IGI North America

Diamond Standard Commodity Inspection Through App


Web Application

Account Details

Your holdings of Coins and Bars

Commodity Details

Review diamond certification

Figure 13: Diamond Standard Investors can easily view their holdings along with the specific details 
of each diamond within their physical commodity.

Source: Diamond Standard

III Diamond Standard Company Origin
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Diamond Standard Exchange



The Diamond Standard Exchange (DSE) is where all 
diamonds are purchased for the commodities. The DSE 
uses an automated market-making system to buy and 
bid on millions of natural diamonds. The exchange only 
buys from registered vendors who are established 
diamond manufacturers and dealers globally. 

All vendors must be existing GIA and IGI Clients and

all diamonds above $750 must be GIA graded

before being offered. 



On the DSE, Diamond Standard purchases large, 
statistically valid samples of diamonds that can be 
incorporated into a Coin or Bar. These samples are 
always public.



It is imperative that all significant purchases are graded 
and scored because specific proportions of the 4Cs are 
crucial to creating equal geological sets.

First and foremost, the diamonds must be from 0.18 to 
2.05 carat weight. Diamonds on the higher end of the 
range are used for Bars while diamonds on the lower 
end are used for Coins. This results in an aggregate of 
3.01 carats per Coin. The diamonds must also be 
between D (colorless) to L on the color scale. On the 
clarity scale, flawless to I1 (included) is accepted. Finally, 
only very good or excellent cut diamonds are used. From 
these proportions the Optimizer sorts the diamonds into 
geologically equivalent sets.



The Optimizer divides diamonds into sets containing the 
geological yield curve of the 4Cs. Each diamond’s selling 
price and properties are compared to the other 
diamonds. The market price of individual diamonds are 
determined from continuously bidding higher and higher 
until vendors agree to sell. This process gives Diamond 
Standard the unique benefit of weekly price discovery. 
With the Optimized, Diamond Standard can guarantee 
that the geology inside each Coin and Bar is equivalent.

Diamond Standard's Diamond Yield Curve


Every Coin Contains an Equivalent Set of Natural Diamonds
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Figure 14: Diamond Standard determines the objective value of diamonds by plotting a yield curve based on characteristics 
from thousands of diamond purchases to pinpoint what the market is willing to pay for each individual diamond.

Source: Diamond Standard
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Diamond Standard Fund



The Diamond Standard Fund is an unlisted, closed-end, 
at-the-market fund that holds Diamond Standard Coins 
and Bars in an audited investment vehicle. Investors can 
purchase batches of units anytime during the offering 
period and weekly after. When the offering period ends, 
the money is invested solely in Diamond Standard Coins 
and Bars. Thus, the fund’s value is highly correlated with 
the market price of the commodity, with variations 
attributed to gains in the form of interest from lending 
and losses in the form of fund-specific 

expenses and liabilities. 



Investing in the fund is a convenient choice for investors 
who do not want to hold diamond commodities directly. 
While it has a minimum investment requirement of 
$25,000, it has a lot of additional upsides making it a 
strategic choice for alternative asset portfolio 
diversification. In addition to giving investors fungible 
diamond exposure, the fund is co-sponsored by an 
experienced manager, Horizon Kinetics, which currently 
manages over $8 billion in assets. The fund also has 
built-in security and storage, is a titled security, and 

is therefore IRA-eligible.



It is important to note that individuals are required by 
law to be accredited investors before subscribing to the 
fund. This means they either have at least $1 million in 
net worth or a salary of at least $200,000 a year. This 
regulatory requirement is standard for high buy-in novel 
investments regardless of risk because of the higher 
risk-return ratio associated with start-up securities. 



Investors can learn more about and subscribe to the 
fund through .fund.diamondstandard.co

Co-sponsors

Benefits to Accredited Investors

Built-in Security

and Storage

Titled

Security

IRA

Eligible

the horizon of diamond investments

"Horizon Kinetics seeks to find promising 
new assets early on. This is an especially 
interesting opportunity: a potentially 
undervalued commodity with a long history 
of interest from investors, combined with the 
efficiency of a digital asset. We believe that 
diamonds are a new way to diversify and 
hedge against inflationary pressures in the 
marketplace."

Alan Swimmer, Managing Director of Horizon 
Kinetics LLC

III Diamond Standard Commodity Fund

http://fund.diamondstandard.co
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Bitcarbon



Bitcarbon is a planned decentralized cryptographic 
token that represents a fraction of a Diamond Standard 
Coin or Bar. It acts as an asset-backed digital token that 
is easily exchangeable with a low-barrier to entry. At 
launch, one Bitcarbon will equate to 1/10,000 of a 
Diamond Standard Coin or 1/100,000 of a Diamond 
Standard Bar. Inflation will be used to cover 
maintenance costs. Thus a Bitcarbon Coin token will 
initially be worth 10,000 Bitcarbon and a Bitcarbon Bar 
token will be worth 100,000 Bitcarbon. The market price 
of Bitcarbon should move parallel to the Diamond 
Standard Coin and Bar. However the price is not fixed to 
the commodities, therefore the crypto-markets volatility 
could impact exchange rates over short periods of time.

The path to and from liquidity is exceedingly simple. On 
the Diamond Standard Spot Market, Bitcarbon will be 
exchanged for USDC. USDC is a stable coin that holds 
the value of the United States dollar.

This is to facilitate transactions and mitigate fees 
between customers. In fact, Bitcarbon itself has no 
transaction fees. It only incurs inflationary interest used 
primarily to pay Ethereum Gas fees and other 
maintenance costs. Other than the USDC transaction 
fee, Bitcabon is completely transaction fee free. It will be 
simple to convert cash into Bitcarbon and vice versa.



Bitcarbon is anticipated to release in the last quarter 
of 2022 and will be obtainable either through 
conversion of a Diamond Standard Coin or Bar token 
on the Diamond Standard Spot Market, or from 
approved exchanges.

Diamond Standard Asset Types

Multiple Options for Investors

Physical

Commodity

Deliverable Asset

Digital

Token

Instant Trade

Fund ETF Bitcarbon Futures & Options

Currently 
Available

Future 
Release

Future

Release

Future

Release

Equities

Figure 15: Investors interested in investing in Diamonds will be able to choose from a variety of investment types backed by 
the physical commodity including a fund, futures, options, cryptocurrency, and an ETF.

Source: Diamond Standard
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Overview



One of the major aspects of diamond price fluctuations 
is the reliance on a continuous supply to feed demand. 
The primary source for obtaining new natural diamonds 
is mining, which has yielded a declining supply of 
diamonds per year. No major diamond mines have been 
found in the past 20 years. Furthermore, the current 
geopolitical climate in Russia has left 30% of annual 
diamond production sanctioned. 



If major mines are not found in the near future, existing 
diamond mines will gradually close, and diamond 
acquirers will need to use new methods to keep up with 
the increasing demand for the gemstone. One method 
that has been gaining traction involves using recovery 
ships to harvest diamonds washed out to sea. Still, the 
amount these ships and alternative diamond acquisition 
methods yield falls significantly short of the number of 
carats harvested from mines per year. 

Diamond Production
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Figure 16: Since 2017, the number of diamonds produced has gradually declined by a few million yearly.

Source: Bain, The Global Diamond Industry, 2021-22

IV Supply Squeeze Overview
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Mining Misfortunes



A key issue with the current production of diamonds is 
that mines are depleted without replacements being 
found. Paul Zimnisky, a leading diamond industry 
analyst, projects that diamond mine production will 
diminish by an average of 2% annually from 2022 
through 2025. Rio Tinto recently closed Australia’s last 
operating mine, Argyle, and announced the closure of 
Canada’s Diavik mine in 2025 after 22 years of 
operations. Rio Tinto is not the only company losing 
mines, De Beers also closed Canada’s Snap Lake Mine in 
2015 after less than 7 years of operations and Canada’s 
Victoria Mine in 2019 after only 11 years. Several active 
mines were also forced to suspend operations because 
of COVID-19 outbreaks and prevention efforts. As a 
result, rough diamond inventories are near their lowest 
point in decades.

Diamond producers are still searching for “the first 
significant diamond deposit discovery in over 20 years.” 
With diamonds becoming harder and harder to find and 
mine, De Beers and Namibia started launching recovery 
ships to harvest diamonds that may have washed out to 
sea over millions of years. They hope to recover at least 
2,000,000 rough carats per year. However, compared to 
the 131,400,000 carats globally produced in 2021, it will 
take a lot more of these ships to match the current 
global supply long-term.



Now is the perfect time for investors to invest in 
diamonds, as the decrease in the global supply is 
already being felt. A reduction of rough diamond output 
corresponds to a decrease in polished diamonds. A 
decrease in polished diamonds will result in more 
competition at diamond auctions, driving up individual 
diamond prices. The result is more expensive diamond 
jewelry at the tail-end of the value chain. While excess 
supply is held up at each value chain segment, it is 
diminishing yearly and is unsustainable to rely on in

the long term.

Change in Diamond Sales: Rough, Polished, Jewelry


2019 - 2021

Across the value chain, revenues recovered in 2021 and exceeded pre-pandemic levels

2019 20 21E YOY Change 19-20 YOY Change 20-21

-31%

+62%
-25%

+55%

-14%

+29%

Rough Diamonds

Rough Diamond Sales

Polished Diamonds

Cutting and Polishing Sales

Diamond Jewelry

Retail Sales

Figure 17: Diamond sales which decreased significantly during the pandemic, rebounded in 2021 
and exceeded 2019 levels across the value-chain.

Source: Bain, The Global Diamond Industry, 2021-22
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The Monopoly Was Broken Up



The top 5 players in the diamond-producing industry 
are competing to provide a global supply of diamonds. 


Although most people think the diamond mining 
industry is held in monopoly by De Beers, that is no 
longer the case. Currently, the industry functions more 
as an oligopoly, with the top 5 diamond producers 
typically supplying over 80% of the world’s diamonds 
yearly. ALROSA alone supplied 32.5 million carats in 
2021 (28% of the total), which is alarming considering 
the Russian Federation owns them (see page 32, 

). The general populace’s 
faith in the mining titans has also started to dwindle as 
a result of controversy. Even though the vast majority of 
diamonds are obtained ethically, conflict diamonds have 
been a widely discussed phenomenon in the media.

Supply 
Squeeze - Global Disruptions

While conflict diamonds are viewed as a plague in the 
diamond industry, the Kimberley Process certification 
system has significantly diminished the issue. There is 
nothing more universally agreed upon than that war 
and rebellions are bad. Most investors do not want the 
guilt of funding them, even if indirectly. Introduced in 
2000, the World Diamond Congress established a 
coalition of countries determined to exchange only non-
conflict diamonds. The group only includes governments 
who ensure diamonds flowing out of their country are 
not used to fund rebels looking to overthrow a UN 
country and prohibits diamond exchange between 
Kimberley and non-Kimberley countries. It is not 
flawless, but provides a guarantee within reasonable 
certainty that a certified diamond is non-conflict. 
Despite this strict system, the idea of rough diamonds 
funding chaos has permanently tainted the reputation of 
many big mining companies, losing them customers and 
investors in the process.



Diamond Standard only acquires certified

non-conflict diamonds.

Production by Firm


2021E

44.1M Carats

Other

38%
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Petra Diamonds
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Rio Tinto

3%
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ALROSA28%
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De Beers 28%

Figure 18: De Beers and ALROSA together produce more than half of the world's rough diamonds each year, meaning any firm 
specific issues (ex. Russia sanctions) could drastically affect the global supply.

Source: Bain, The Global Diamond Industry 2021-22
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Geo-Political Disruptions



The sanctions imposed on Russia have impacted the 
diamond market considerably. Russia’s mines account 
for 30% of the annual diamond production, of which 
66% is owned by the Russian Government. ALROSA, 
currently one of the two largest diamond producers in 
the world, was one of the first companies sanctioned by 
the U.S. and EU in response to Russia’s invasion of 
Ukraine. In theory, more than a fourth of the global 
diamond supply may have vanished overnight.



Pandemic Supply Issues



COVID-19 caused global rough diamond production to 
decline to 111 million carats. All the major mining 
companies reduced sales volumes and amassed record-
high inventories to combat production suspensions. 
Fortunately, supply rebounded slightly in 2021 to 116 
million carats but still significantly fell short of the

pre-pandemic level of 139 million carats in 2019. 

The production rate is expected to increase a few million 
carats per year but is unlikely to return to pre-pandemic 
rates in the next five years. In contrast, sales increased 
by 62% in 2021 from the heightened demand from 
cutters and polishers to restock after the pandemic. This 
caused upstream inventories to hit record low levels of 
around 29 million carats.



The production of polished diamonds also faced serious 
issues with the global lockdowns in 2020 and the 
subsequent demand spike in 2021. Cutting and 
polishing revenues dropped by 25% in 2020 because of 
value chain issues. Sizable labor costs and labor 
shortages are common in the industry and the pandemic 
only added to these costs. Because of decreased 
revenues and increased costs, diamond polishers have 
been looking for ways to increase efficiency. This 
includes investing in higher-yield technologies, 
mitigating intermediaries, beneficiation programs (the 
process of removing valueless material in ores to 
increase their value), and mine-to-market partnerships.

Stock-Flow Comparison for Diamonds and Precious Metals
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Figure 19: The stock of diamonds is gradually diminishing as jewelry demand 

increasingly outweighs the rate of diamonds supplied.

Source: Diamond Standard Research, 2021
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V demand Drivers Overview

Overview



Retail demand for diamond jewelry in 2021 and 2022 
has swiftly rebounded after the pandemic and continues 
to increase in every global region. The outlook for the 
global diamond industry is extremely positive, being 
forecasted by Bain to recover in one of two ways: (1) a 
continued rebound where demand continues to increase 
at a rate of 2-4% perpetually, or (2) a short-term 
readjustment where demand drops by 2-4% and then 
gradually increases by 1-3% perpetually. However,

with the recent commoditization of diamonds,

a new market segment composed of diamond investors 
will likely increase diamond demand by even higher 
rates than predicted.

Individuals and institutions currently have the unique 
opportunity to invest in diamonds before the potential 
price appreciation caused by the increased accessibility 
of diamond investments. They have the opportunity to 
do so through the regulator-approved Diamond 
Standard Coin or Bar, a fungible diamond commodity 
with an easily transactable digital token. After years of 
failed funds and securities, investors finally have a 
definitive method to invest in diamond commodities 
through direct purchases or securities. With this 
revolutionary step in diamond investments, Diamond 
Standard aims to address a $168 billion market 
inefficiency by facilitating and promoting exchange of 
the asset between investors.

Change in Diamond Sales: Jewlery, Luxury, and Nominal GDP

2009 - 2021E

Global nominal GDP, Personal Luxury Goods and Diamond Jewelry Retail Sales, YOY% Change, $

Global Nominal GDP Personal Luxury Goods Sales Diamond Jewelry Sales

+4% +4% +3%

12%

35%
+29%

-5%

-13%
-9%

-3%

-22%

-14%

2009 10-19 20 21E

Figure 21: Retail diamond demand skyrocketed in 2021 as people resumed buying jewelry and luxury goods.

Source: Bain, The Global Diamond Industry, 2021-22
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V demand Drivers Retail Demand

Growing Consumer Demand



The outlook for diamond prices based on jewelry 
demand is very positive. Diamond jewelry has 
maintained consistent sales of ~$75 billion year-to-year 
pre-pandemic. Even though demand dropped by $10 
billion in 2020 (14% decrease) because of the pandemic, 
it recovered with an outstanding $84 billion in sales in 
2021 (29% increase). It seems as if those who had 
trouble purchasing diamonds in 2020 waited until they 
could in 2021.



Based on the consistency and magnitude of diamond 
sales, it would not be a stretch to say the market for 
diamonds is relatively inelastic. Diamonds are unique 
and differentiated enough from other gemstones to lack 
a significant substitute. Based on 2021 metrics, the 
inelastic demand for diamond jewelry is growing in 
every global market. In the short-term, jewelry sales are 
directly correlated with the rebound of weddings and 
the easing of pandemic restrictions. In fact, diamond 
rings are an expectation for most marriages as around 
three quarters of all brides receive one.

According to Bain & Co. in the 2021-2022 Global 
Diamond Industry Report, the four-year median 
projection for jewelry demand has grown by 2.5% to 
4.5% annually. U.S. demand had the biggest rebound 
(38% increase) resulting from a boost in consumer 
confidence caused by macro factors including an 
economic relief package, a drop in the unemployment 
rate, a stock market surge, and vaccinations. Similar to 
the U.S., Chinese demand also outperformed 2019 levels 
(19% increase), with a significant boost from jewelry 
vendors switching to more accessible formats including 
corner stores and online marketplaces. Other major 
jewelry markets like Europe, Japan, and India witnessed 
sizable demand recoveries in 2021 (16%, 15%, and 18% 
increases respectively), almost reaching 2019 levels.

Bain's Post-Pandemic Diamond Recovery Scenarios

2020 - 2024F

-14%

Index

130

120

110

100

90

80

YOY Change Cumulative End-of-Year Level, 2019 Index = 100

+29%

+5% / 7%

+2% / 4%

-4% / -2%
+1% / 3%

+2% / 4%

+2% / 4%

86

111

~118

~114

~111
~113

~121

~125

2 Short-term Readjustment

1 Continued Rebound

2020 21E 22F 23F 24F & Onward Date

Figure 22: As the market steadies itself post-pandemic, Bain projects one of two scenarios: 1. A continued rebound and price 
appreciation of diamonds; 2. A short-term fall in diamond prices followed by a gradual appreciation of price.

Source: Bain, The Global Diamond Industry, 2021-22
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V demand Drivers Unlocking Investor Allocation

Attaining the 15%Allocation



It is an anomaly that only 1% of the second-largest 
precious resource market is held by investors. Diamonds 
represent $1.2 trillion in value, second only to gold’s $9 
trillion as a natural resource. To put that into 
perspective, the value of the entire world’s diamond 
supply is greater than the entire world’s silver, platinum, 
palladium, and rhodium supplies combined. Interestingly, 
investors hold at least 15% of the gold, silver, platinum, 
and palladium market, with diamonds being the outlier 
at only 1%. Investors previously avoided diamonds 
because they lacked essential features for use as an 
investment asset. The two primary issues with 
diamonds as an investment in the past are the volatile 
and subjective price tags between gemstones and a 
difficult path to liquidity (see page 18, 

). Unlocking the 
expected investor allocation for diamonds is equivalent 
to addressing a $168 billion market inefficiency.

Precious 
Properties - Underallocated Commodity

Percent Investor Allocation as Diamond Standard Evolves

Investors Hold at Least 15% of Other Precious Metals

Palladium Supply  
Held by Investors

Product Launch Which 
May Drive Investor 
Accumulation

Product Launch 
Completed

Diamond Supply  
Held by Investors 

Investor

Holdings

15%

14%

13%

12%

11%

10%

9%

8%

7%

6%

5%

4%

3%

2%

1%

0%

Diamond Standard Coin

Diamond Standard Bar

Diamond Standard Fund Diamond Standard ETF on TSX

Futures Offered by MGEX via CME Globex

Options on MIAX

Bitcarbon 

ETF Growth & Global ETFs

Commodity Index Addition

Time

Figure 23: Diamond Standard is giving investors of all risk profiles and security preferences the option to invest in diamonds, 
unlocking pent-up investor demand from a previously uninvestable precious resource.

Source: Diamond Standard Research, 2022
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V demand Drivers Investing in Diamonds: Past

Past Investments in Diamonds:  
A Speculative Challenge



If it were easy, any major company would have been 
quick to take advantage of the growing opportunity. In 
fact, many companies have tried their hand at offering 
diamonds as an investment asset and failed.



Diamond-related funds were the most common vehicle 
for investor allocation. Prior diamond funds relied on 
appraisers to buy diamonds, with the hope to sell them 
for more later. They did not address the challenges of 
diamonds. Because each diamond is different, there

was no price transparency, and no liquidity. The friction 
eats the profits. 



Standardization seemed like a Herculean task that was 
not meant to be. However, recent advancements in 
blockchain technology have given brokers the ability to 
standardize the asset through regulated fungible 
diamond commodities. With this technology,

Diamond Standard aims to unlock the remaining 14% of 
investor demand that is seen with every other precious 
natural resource. Even a 1% increase in investor 
allocation would mean an over $12 billion increase in 
diamond holdings, and impact on demand.

eSTABLISHING A dIAMOND sTANDARD

"Finally, this underallocated trillion dollar 
natural resource is available as a commodity. 
By combining computer science with 
market-based price discovery, we've 
established the Diamond Standard,"

Cormac Kinney, Founder & CEO of Diamond 
Standard

Perspectives on the Current 

Crypto Environment



Despite recent drops in cryptocurrency prices, blockchain 
technology will likely stay and evolve over the next few 
decades. Most experts believe the next evolution in this 
technology hinges on regulation and tangibility. Most 
major cryptocurrencies are falling in price in part because 
of a loss of faith in purely digital assets. NFTs and junk 
coins have proven that without regulation, influential 
individuals can create products out of thin air to pump-
and-dump naive investors who are promised quick riches. 
Without regulation, coins are easy targets for market 
manipulation, stationing them as speculative, volatile 
gambles. The market for NFTs is just as vexing since

most have no intrinsic value. The whole idea of making 
profits in these markets hinges on continuously selling


to a bigger fool.



As investors become increasingly deterred by the latest 
fluctuations in digital investments, it has become more 
crucial that these investments have something tangible 
tied to them. Asset-backed digital currencies are not 
subject to the same volatility as coins with values solely 
based on artificial scarcity. The owner can fall back on the 
corresponding physical equivalent if the digital currency 
fails. Similarly, the most reliable NFT investments tend to 
be those tied to benefits, like a ticket to an in-person 
event. For the long-term viability of crypto investments 
two events need to occur: (1) regulations need to be 
imposed on the market and (2) the market needs to


shift towards crypto investment backed by assets

with intrinsic value.
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Investing in Diamonds Today:

A Rare and Timely Opportunity



Other than Diamond Standard, there are limited options 
for investors looking to add diamonds to their portfolios. 
The most significant diamond investment alternative is 
to choose and hold a physical diamond. However, the 
substantial and volatile transaction costs will greatly 
impede the possibility of positive returns. In terms of 
securities, there are very no diamond funds and ETFs 
that are actively traded. Diamond Standard products 
are one of the easiest and most effective ways to invest 
in the asset. As such, the firm dominates the current 
diamond investment landscape by providing one of the 
clearest paths from purchase to liquidity. 



Diamond Standard’s development has paved the way 
for individuals and institutions to invest in the diamond 
market. For individuals, buying Diamond Standard

Coins and Bars is the easiest way to invest in diamonds.

These physical commodities contain an equivalent 
sample of diamonds, so each commodity represents

the same value. 

At the Coin’s IPO, the Coin was sold at $5,000.

As of July 22, both the Coin and the Bar can be 
purchased at around a 35% market price increase since 
their launches. For institutions and accredited investors 
that may be more inclined towards securities, the 
Diamond Standard Fund is a convenient way to allocate. 
The Fund solely invests in Diamond Standard products, 
granting investors exposure to the commodity, while 
managing custody.



There are not many investment options aside from the 
Diamond Standard Fund, Coins, and Bars; and 
additional alternative securities and investment 
products are currently in development. Diamond 
Standard Commodity Futures will allow institutions and 
accredited investors to speculate or hedge with 
Diamond Standard products. Institutions and accredited 
investors who need more liquid investments may want 
to wait for the launch of the Diamond Standard ETF. 
Last but definitely not least, Bitcarbon will be an easy 
way for both small and large investors to purchase

and sell fractional ownership of Diamond Standard 
Coins and Bars. Introducing multiple investment 
avenues promotes exchange which attracts a

greater audience of investors. All of these offerings 
share the same underlying asset — diamonds.

Diamonds, Gold, and Silver Post Establishment of 
Diamond Standard


2012 - 2022
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Figure 24: Since the launch of Diamond Standard, the price trajectory of diamonds shifted 
from stagnation to a perpetual increase.

Source: Bloomberg, 2022

V demand Drivers Investing in Diamonds: Present
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V demand Drivers Investing In Diamonds: Future

The Future of Diamond 
Investments: An Optimistic Outlook



Diamonds are one of the only widely transacted 
precious natural resources not commonly held by 
investors. The trivial $12 billion in investor holdings of a 
$1.2 trillion market is an indication that investor demand 
exists behind a barricade of fundamental investment 
issues. Compared to gold’s $2.7 trillion in investor 
holdings, it is not a surprise as to why many 
securitization efforts were made in the past. However, 
Diamond Standard is the only company to solve the 
fundamental transparency and liquidity issues that once 
plagued the asset with its regulated fungible physical 
commodity and easily transacted digital equivalent.



Diamond Standard is unlocking the value of diamonds 
as an asset for the first time in the form of a secure, 
deliverable, and easily traded product. The company 
aims to make exchanging diamonds as easy as gold, 
granting investors access to a previously vexing 
investment landscape. With the Diamond Standard 
Coin, the exchange rate of diamonds is completely 
transparent and actionable. The market price can easily 
be found both on the Diamond Standard website and on 
Bloomberg under the ticker DIAMINDX. Through 
Diamond Standard investment products, entry and exit 
to and from diamond investments has never been    
more efficient!  

Diamond Standard’s current and future products will 
revolutionize the methods in which diamonds are 
exchanged. The first couple of launches included the 
Coin and Bar, which were successfully released to the 
public through IPO. Another successful launch was that 
of the Diamond Standard Fund, allowing institutions 
and accredited investors to gain exposure to the 
commodity through an audited investment vehicle. In the 
future, the company is looking to create Diamond 
Standard futures, options, ETFs, and even a 
cryptocurrency called Bitcarbon. The future for 
diamonds is bright as Diamond Standard is planning a 
string of product releases over the next few years. 



Investor demand and holdings in diamonds are 
projected to grow as the asset is exchanged through 
spot trading and new securities. Diamond Standard has 
already sold millions of dollars worth of diamond 
investment products which is confirmation of the pent-
up investor demand dormant in the market. 15% 
investor allocation is the baseline investor demand for 
precious metals, so the company projects a 14% 
minimum re-adjustment shift in diamond holdings to 
investors equating to a $168 billion increase in demand. 
If Diamond Standard continues to gain widespread 
appeal from investors globally, diamonds may have 
stellar returns over the foreseeable future.

Comparison of Diamond Standard Commodities to Gold and Bitcoin


Diamond Standard Coins and Bars Offer the Best Features of Gold & Bitcoin

Gold Diamond Standard Coin

Regulator Approved Yes Yes No

Underlying Value Natural Commodity Natural Commodity Computer Code

Scarcity Naturally Scarce, Elastic Naturally Scarce, Elastic Artificially Scarce, Inelastic

Transactions Brokers, Local, Physical Electronic, Global & Instant Electronic, Global & Instant

Storage High Cost Low Cost Low to No Cost

Authentication X-Ray Assay Instant Instant

Securities Futures, ETFs Futures, ETFs* Futures

Recourse for loss Recoverable Physical Asset Recoverable Physical Asset None

Volatility 1x 0.67x 4x

Bitcoin

Figure 25: Diamond Standard commodities combine the intrinsic value of a precious natural resource with the technology and 
efficiency of cryptocurrency to create a diamond standard.

Source: Diamond Standard Research, 2022
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Case Study: Uranium

Uranium Price Spikes  
as Sprott Buys Up  
Physical Supply

Commodities may have just begun a new supercycle 
with the recent 2021-2022 surge in commodity prices. 
Similar to the Diamond Standard Fund, Sprott Physical 
Uranium Trust purchases uranium to create units as 
investors subscribe. Sprott Physical Uranium Trust is 
particularly unique because of the sheer scale of its at-
the-market uranium purchases in 2021. Between its July 
2021 launch and April 2022, the Fund acquired 55 
million pounds of uranium, today worth $3.5 billion, with 
units returning 77% or 115% annualized. According to 
the S&P Global Market Intelligence in October 2021, 
“Sprott’s activity has single-handedly moved the price

of uranium this year.” Sprott’s 55 million pounds in 
uranium purchases made up roughly 42% of the

annual mine production.

Sprott’s purchases along with geo-political factors 
caused a massive increase in Uranium prices. In the last 
days of 2021, Uranium prices eased to $45/pound but 
ascended towards $50/pound following the invasion of 
Ukraine and even reached $60/pound on March 11th, 
2022, which was the highest price since mid-2011. 



Interesting things happen when investors are offered 
new pathways to invest in recently commoditized 
resources. This is especially the case when those 
commodities are faced with severe supply constraints, 
similar to the prevailing dynamic in today’s diamond 
market. Similar to Sprott’s Physical Uranium Trust, 
Diamond Standard is poised to become one of the 
largest single purchasers of diamonds in the world with 
the recent launch of the Diamond Standard Fund. Of 
course, the market for diamonds is different in many 
ways from the market for uranium. The experience of 
the Sprott Trust along with its impact on uranium prices 
may not be a perfect predictor of the effect the Diamond 
Standard Fund will have on the global diamond market. 
However, as a comparable alternative asset fund 
launch, it is too important to ignore.

Performance of Sprott Physical Uranium Trust vs Uranium Index
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Figure 26: The price of uranium returned 77% in the first six months after the launch of Sprott’s Physical Uranium Trust.

Source: Bloomberg, 2022
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Appendix Purchase Info

Investment Options

Bars Coins

Commodities

BUY at

diamondstandard.co

Fund

Invests

SUBSCRIBE at

fund.diamondstandard.co

Diamonds

Natural Diamonds Ethically Sourced GIA/IGI Certificate

Commodities

Regulated Equal Transparent

Token

Wireless Tradable Secure

For Accredited Investors

A convenient and cost effective investment vehicle, sponsored 
by Diamond Standard & Horizon Kinetics, enabling investors to 
gain exposure to the Diamond Standard Commodities.

IRA-Eligible

Titled Security

Built-in Security & Storage

Experienced Manager

Contact

833-777-DIAM

diamondstandard.co

hello@diamondstandard.co

Connect

Diamond Standard Futures, ETFs, and Cryptocurrency 
are currently under development, so stay tuned to our 
social media accounts for progress updates:

LinkedIn

Twitter

YouTube

Instagram

Facebook

Hard Asset
Equals Security

Perfect Hedge
Against Inflation

Negative Correlation
to Most Assets

http://diamondstandard.co
http://fund.diamondstandard.co
http://diamondstandard.co
mailto:hello@diamondstandard.co
https://www.linkedin.com/company/diamondstandard
https://twitter.com/DiamondStdCo
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGmOzLpTf1eHPnsdHHKmPZQ
https://www.instagram.com/diamondstandard.co
https://www.facebook.com/diamondstandardco
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